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Abstract 

                               

Users find difficulty to retrieve their intended data from 

the large databases or data warehouses. Users have to 

create a complex query in order to retrieve the exact 

information. Otherwise the users have to make many 

interactions in order to reach the exact result. 

Incremental Query Construction allows the users to issue 

keyword queries without any knowledge of the database 

schema or of SQL. The number of interactions will be 

reduced with the benefit of ranking. 

 

     Sometimes users may not find the information with the 

keywords that the user had entered which results in false 

hits. In this Paper we store these false hits in a separate 

table and later provide these to the admin so that he can 

update the database. 
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1.Introduction 

 

 
In the existing system users may find the irrelevant result 

while searching the details. To retrieve the precise data 

from the databases,   

 

 

 

users have to create the structured queries which is a very 

complex process and takes much time. Incremental 

Query Construction allows the users to create query 

incrementally  

which improves the search efficiently and leads to 

specific results. Queries can be constructed starting with 

the keywords and can be proceeded with the required 

options. These options are listed rank wise to reduce the 

number of interactions. Users can select the required 

option corresponding to which the result is displayed. 

Even the less frequent information can be found with the 

minimal number of interactions because of incremental 

query. 

 

This paper consist of three components: 

 1. Incremental query construction  

 2. Ranking queries and subqueries  

 3. Storing and displaying the false hits in 

     ranking order. 

 
      Details of each of these components is given in the 

following sections. 
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2.Overview  

 

The user interface of Incremental Query Construction 

consists of 

 

1. A search field for users to enter keyword 

2. A window to present the query options related to 

keyword  

3. A window to display ranked list of sub queries based 

on the option selected 

4. A result window for presenting search results 

5. A window for the admin to check the false hits if any. 

      When a user issues a keyword query, IQP provides 

the user with a ranked list of structured queries (as 

interpretations of the keyword query) and the 

corresponding results, which are presented in the query 

and result windows, respectively. If the user identifies 

the desired structured query, they can double click the 

query to retrieve its results. 

 

3.Incremental Query Construction 

 
 

Incremental Query Construction Plan can be described 

by using a binary tree or n-ary tree. 

The figure shows the example of  finding the date of 

birth of Sachin Tendulkar who is a cricketer. 

 

Figure: 1 Binary Tree Implementation 

 
The logic behind Incremental Query Construction is 

described in the above figure. If the user enters the 

keyword “sachin” in the search field of the user interface 

then the options for the keyword entered are displayed 

such as sachin as cricketer or sachin as author and so on 

according to the rankid in descending order. Suppose if 

the user selects sachin as cricketer then for this query, the 

subquery options are displayed as personal details of 

sachin or professional details of sachin. Depending on 

the user’s selection further options are displayed until he 

reaches the exact result.  

     The following procedure explains the coding style of 

Incremental Query Construction 

Proc QP(keyword) 

Input: keyword 

Output: Result 

Logic: 
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While (true) 

Generate query construction options(qop) in which the 

keyword is found 

If qop is null then store the keyword in False Hits 

Else display the qop with the rank ids in descending 

order 

If qop is accepted then display all the child options of 

that qop 

Else if qop is rejected then don’t display the child options 

of that qop 

Endif 

End while; 

Finally display the result of the accepted child qop. 

Endproc; 

4.Ranking 

The concept of ranking deals with displaying the 

information based on the priorities of the users. The 

query which most of the users search for will be 

displayed first. Ranking helps the users to find their 

desired results in top ranks rather than searching for the 

more number of interpretations.  

           To implement the ranking concept, one id for each 

option will be created in the ranking table which will be 

updated each time the users select that particular option. 

In this way the options whose id has the highest number 

will be displayed first that is, the options are displayed in 

the descending order of their ids. This concept provides 

much benefit to the users whose results is in the top 

ranks. But this also helps the users who are searching for 

least ranked results cause they don’t have to waste time 

in searching the details of top ranked results, they can 

simply reject it and search for the appropriate one. 

     One example for creating the Ranking table is shown 

below: 

 

Fig 2: SubCategory Ranking table 

Ranking can be applied to the example shown in the 

figure 1. Most of the users intent is to search for the 

cricketer by name Sachin Tendulkar rather than an 

author. Hence Ranking id will be greater for Cricketer 

than for the author. Similarly the Professional details of 

Sachin will have the highest rank than the Personal 

details. This rank id will be updated as and when the 

users view these details. Thus ranking helps the users to 

find their intended result quickly. 

5.False Hits 

 

                   In this module we develop the code for 

storing the False hit Keywords given by the Users. False 

hit Keyword means the keywords which are not available 

in the existing database table. Those keywords will be 

stored in separate table and these keywords will be 

shown to the Admin page for updating the details. 
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Figure 3: Interaction of user and Admin with the 

database 

     The data stored in False hits table will be in ranking 

order so that it is easy for the admin to update the highest 

rank information first. Once the admin update the details 

of False hits keywords in the database, he can delete the 

information from the False hits table. 

 

6.Conclusion 

 

Incremental Query Construction allows the users to 

identify the meaningful items to interact with the 

database. With this algorithm users can generate the 

intended optimal query with the keywords and retrieve 

the results with the minimal number of interactions. It 

also helps the Admin to update the database with the 

missing information.  
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